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Actor Chandler Kinney admits  to enjoying breaking traditional jewelry rules , such as  mixing gold and s ilver. Image credit: David Yurman

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

U.S. jeweler David Yurman continues to court the next generation with its latest ambassador appointment.

U.S. actress Chandler Kinney is known for her role in the Disney film "Z-O-M-B-I-E-S 3" as well as in the HBO Max
series, "Pretty Little Liars: Original Sin."

Presently, the actress can be seen modeling David Yurman's Cable Edge collection a series of grooved, linked and
plaited styles made largely of recycled sterling silver as well as the gold-favoring Renaissance collection.

Classic styles reborn
With this new appointment, Ms. Kinney joins a stable of famous as well as up-and-coming faces including British
model and influencer Lila Moss, U.S. country music singer Kane Brown, as well as actress Scarlett Johansson and
singer-songwriter Shawn Mendes.

The other ambassadors recently starred in respective film campaigns for the brand's spring 2023 collections.
Framed by the natural world, they each model gender-neutral chain jewelry and necklaces (see story).

Introducing our newest brand ambassador @chandlerlkinney. The Pretty Little Liars Original
Sin actor wears a full suite of Cable Edge - crafted from certified recycled silver and 18K yellow
gold. #DavidYurman #DYCreativityInspires https://t.co/HTc1eFrexP pic.twitter.com/RvAMnHqhpS

David Yurman (@DavidYurman) March 1, 2023

Similarly, Ms. Kinney models the sculptural pieces from the Cable Edge and Renaissance collections. These
include the 9.7-millimeter sculpted cable pinky ring, as well as the Renaissance ring, both in 18-karat yellow gold.
The latter ring is also available in sterling silver.
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On her wrists she stacks alternating Renaissance bracelets in sterling silver and 18-karat yellow gold.

"I love mixing metals," said the actress in a statement on the brand's site. "That is one of my favorite things: taking
rules and breaking them."

The Renaissance bracelets also come in silver and black titanium as well as rose gold options. The pieces
mentioned range in price from $595 to $4,050. More information about these and other pieces from the Renaissance
collection can be found here.

From the Cable Edge collection, which draws inspiration from industrial cable and is made from recyclable
materials, Ms. Kinney models the 23mm Cable Edge Curb chain necklace and the bracelet of the same name, both of
which are 23 millimeters in diameter.

Additionally, she sports the 28.9-millimeter Cable Edge hoop earrings and 18.8-millimeter Cable Edge saddle ring.
Of these featured pieces, all of which are made of sterling silver, the saddle ring begins at $595 while the chain
necklace reaches a price point of $3,725.

More information about these and other pieces from the Cable Edge collection can be found here.
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